Accounting -- Data processing.

Accounting -- Standards.

Accounting.

Achievement motivation in children.

Action research in education -- Great Britain.

Active learning -- Great Britain.

Actuators.

Adaptive control systems.

Administrative agencies -- Great Britain -- Management.

Adobe Photoshop lightroom.
Advaita.

Adventure fiction.

Advertising copy.

Advertising.

Age and employment.

Andalusia (Spain) -- Fiction.

Android (Electronic resource)

Angels -- Fiction.

Animal welfare.

Application software -- Development.


Application software.

Architect-designed houses -- Massachusetts -- Cape Cod.

Architect-designed houses -- Massachusetts -- Martha's Vineyard.

Architect-designed houses -- Massachusetts -- Nantucket.
Biography.
The international who's who, 2013. 76th ed.. Routledge. CT 120 .In8 2012

Biotechnology.

Blogs.

Blue collar workers.

Branding (Marketing)

Budget in business.


Budgets, Personal.

Building -- Estimates.

Building -- Superintendence.

Building, Iron and steel -- Textbooks.

Business -- Research -- Data processing.

Business -- Research.

Business consultants.

Business forecasting.
Business logistics.
  HD 38.5 .M720 2013

  Rudzki, Robert A., 1953- (2011).  Next level supply management excellence : your straight to the
  bottom line roadmap . J. Ross Pub.,       HD 38.5 .R836 2011

Business networks.
  Ralph Grossmann ... [et al.]. (2012).  Facilitating collaboration in public management .
  Information Age Pub.,       HD 3871 .F118 2012

Business planning.

  Wyatt, Nigel. (2012).  The financial times essential guide to budgeting and forecasting : how to

C# (Computer Program language)
  Purdum, Jack Jay. (2013).  Beginning object-oriented programming with C# . Wiley,
  QA 76.64 .P972 2013


Camps -- Fiction.
  McVoy, Terra Elan. (2012).  The summer of firsts and lasts 1st Simon Pulse hardcover ed.. Simon
  Pulse.       M255Su 2012

Cancer -- Fiction.
  .St74La 2012

Cancer -- Patients -- Fiction.

Chemistry -- Problems, exercises, etc.

Chemistry, Analytic.

Chemistry, Forensic.

Chemistry, Organic -- Textbooks.
  Learning.       QD 251.3 .Se13 2014

Chemistry, Physical and theoretical -- Examinations -- Study guides.
  exams . McGraw-Hill.       QD 456 .L266 2013

Chemistry, Physical and theoretical -- Examinations, questions, etc.
  exams . McGraw-Hill.       QD 456 .L266 2013
Chemistry.

Child development.

Child psychology -- United States.

Children -- Life skills guides.

Children -- Social conditions.

Children with disabilities -- Education -- Great Britain.

Children with disabilities -- Education.

Children with social disabilities -- Education -- United States -- Case studies.
Acker-Hocevar, Michele, 1948- (2012). Leadership from the ground up : effective schooling in traditionally low performing schools . Information Age Pub., LB 2822.82 .Ac57 2012

Chile -- History -- 20th century -- Fiction.

Classroom management.

Classroom manuals, etc. -- Handbooks management.
James M. Cooper ... [et al.]. (2014). Classroom teaching skills 10th ed.. Wadsworth, LC 1025.3 .C569 2014

Cloud computing.

College sports -- United States -- Finance.

College sports -- United States -- Management -- Handbooks, manuals, etc.

Color in architecture.
Commercial law -- United States.

Communication in education.

Communication in management.

Communication in personnel management.

Communication in public administration.

Community-based corrections -- United States.

Comparative government.

Competition.


Computer architecture.

Computer games -- Design.

Computer games -- Programming.


Computer interfaces.
Computer logic.
Smith, Jo Ann. (2013). Microsoft visual basic programs to accompany programming logic and
design / by Jo Ann Smith. 7th ed. Course Technology. QA 76.73.M53 .Sm61 2013

Computer networks -- Computer programs.

Computer networks -- Management.

Computer networks.


Computer programming.

Smith, Jo Ann. (2013). Microsoft visual basic programs to accompany programming logic and
design / by Jo Ann Smith. 7th ed. Course Technology. QA 76.73.M53 .Sm61 2013

Computer science -- Mathematics.

Computer science.

Computer security.

secure computer systems. Wiley/Higher Education Press. QA 76.9.A73 .W184 2013

Computer simulation.

Computers and IT.

Concrete construction -- Design and construction.

Conflict of laws -- Jurisdiction.

Congresses and conventions.
Consolidation and merger of corporations.
HF 5415.127 .H675 2012

Construction industry -- Management.
HD 9715.A2 .L579 2012

Consumer behavior.


Consumer debt.

Consumption (Economics)

Control theory.
TS 156.8 .Z613 2012

Corporations -- Finance.

Cost accounting.

Counseling -- Moral and ethical aspects.

Crime scene searches.

Criminal investigation -- Handbooks, manuals, etc.

Criticism -- Terminology.

Criticism.
Cross-cultural orientation.

Culture conflict.

Customer services.

Data transmission systems.

Dating (Social customs) -- Fiction.

Day care centers -- United States -- Administration.

Democracy.

Detectors.

Diary of a wimpy kid (Motion picture).

Diet.

Differential equations -- Textbooks.

Digital electronics.

Digital video.

Distance education -- United States -- Computer-assisted instruction.
Distance education -- United States.

Drama -- Therapeutic use.

Drucker, Peter F. (Peter Ferdinand), 1909-2005.

Dwellings -- Designs and plans.

Dwellings -- Electric equipment -- Great Britain -- Handbooks, manuals, etc.

Dyslexic children -- Education.

Early childhood education -- United States.

Economic development -- Research -- Methodology.

Ecotourism.

Education -- Curricula -- Philosophy.

Education -- Curricula -- United States -- Philosophy.

Education -- Finance -- United States.
Odden, Allan. (2012). Improving student learning when budgets are tight. Corwin, LB 2822.82 .Od1 2012

Education -- Parent participation -- California -- Los Angeles -- Handbooks, manuals.

Education -- Study and teaching -- United States.
Education, Elementary -- Research -- Great Britain -- Methodology.

Educational leadership -- United States -- Case studies.
Acker-Hocevar, Michele, 1948- (2012). Leadership from the ground up: effective schooling in traditionally low performing schools. Information Age Pub., LB 2822.82 .Ac57 2012

Educational leadership.

Educational planning -- United States.

Educational technology -- Study and teaching -- Handbooks, manuals, etc.

Educational technology -- Handbooks manuals, etc.
James M. Cooper ... [et al.]. (2014). Classroom teaching skills 10th ed.. Wadsworth, LC 1025.3 .C569 2014

Educational technology -- Planning.

Educational technology -- Standards

Electric apparatus and appliances -- Installation -- Great Britain -- Handbooks,

Electric circuit analysis.

Electric current converters.

Electric inverters.

Electric lines -- Design and construction.

Electric power -- Conservation -- Standards.
Electric power systems -- Design and construction -- Data processing.

Electric power systems -- Textbooks.

Electric power systems.

Electric power transmission -- Reliability.

Electric power transmission -- Textbooks.

Electric utilities.

Electric wiring, Interior -- Handbooks, manuals, etc.

Electrical engineering -- Examinations, questions, etc.

Electrical engineering -- Insurance requirements -- United States.

Electrical engineering -- Popular works.

Electrical engineering -- Study and teaching -- United States.

Electricians -- Licenses -- United States.

Electricity -- Popular works.

Electronic information resources -- Management.

Embedded computer systems -- Design and construction.
Embedded computer systems -- Programming.
Sanchez, Julio, 1938- (2012).  Embedded systems circuits and programming . CRC Press,
TK 7895.E42 .Sa55 2012

Employee retention.
Branham, Leigh. (2012).  The 7 hidden reasons employees leave : how to recognize the subtle
signs and act before it's too late 2nd ed.. American Management Association,
HF 5549.5.T8 .B734 2012

Employees -- Rating of.
perspective on the appraisal process . Business Expert Press,

Energy conservation -- Standards.
Andreas Sumper and Angelo Baggini. (2012).  Electrical energy efficiency : technologies and

Energy dissipation.
Andreas Sumper and Angelo Baggini. (2012).  Electrical energy efficiency : technologies and

Energy Metabolism.
QP 141 .W219a 2013

Engineering ethics.
TA 157 .F623 2012

English language -- Study and teaching.
PE 1065 .En36  2012

English language -- Terms and phrases.
ed.. Wiley,   PN 41 .C893 2013

Entrepreneurship.
Cooper, Brant. (2013).  The lean entrepreneur : how visionaries create products, innovate with
new ventures, and disrupt markets . Wiley,   HB 615 .C784 2013

Environmental disasters -- Social aspects.
Dominelli, Lena. (2012).  Green social work : from environmental crises to environmental justice
Polity Press,   HV 41 .D713 2012

Environmental engineering -- Textbooks.
Fränzle, Stefan, 1961- (2012).  Introduction to environmental engineering . Wiley-VCH,
TD 145 .F859 2012

Environmental engineering.
Davis, Mackenzie Leo, 1941- (2013).  Introduction to environmental engineering 5th ed.,

Environmental policy -- United States.
Environmental sciences.

Environmental toxicology.

Enzymes -- Biotechnology.

Enzymes -- Industrial applications.

Evaluation research (Social action programs) -- United States.

Executive ability in adolescence.

Executive ability in children.

Executives -- Case studies.

Exercise.

Export marketing.

Facebook (Electronic resource)

Facebook (Electronic resource).

Families

Family life -- Fiction.

Family social work -- Great Britain.
Feminism -- United States.

Feminist theory.

Finance, Personal.

Financial statements -- Standards.

Financial statements, Consolidated -- Singapore.

Finite element method -- Computer programs.

Florence (Mass.)

Fluid mechanics -- Textbooks.

Fluid mechanics.

Food service management.
  Bernard Davis ... [et al.]. (2012). Food and beverage management. Routledge, TX 911.3.M27 .D29 2012

Fraud in science -- Case studies.

Friendship -- Fiction.

General education -- United States.

Government publicity.

Health education (Elementary)

Health.
High dynamic range imaging.

Hospitality industry.

Hotels -- Design and construction.

Industrial management.

Industrial marketing -- Management -- Case studies.

Industrial priorities.

Industrial relations -- United States.

Infrastructure (Economics) -- Management.

Instructional systems -- United States.

Intellectual property (International law)

Interconnected electric utility systems.

Intercultural communication.

International business enterprises -- Accounting -- Standards.

International business enterprises -- Management -- Cross-cultural studies.

International business enterprises -- Textbooks.
International business enterprises.

International economic relations.

International law.

International trade.

Internet -- Law and legislation.

Internet -- Management -- International cooperation.

Internet advertising.

Internet marketing.

Job hunting.

Job satisfaction.

Juvenile delinquency -- United States.

Labor economics.

Leadership -- Case studies.

Linux.
Literary form -- Terminology.

Load factor design -- Textbooks.

Local government -- United States.

Management -- Textbooks.

Managerial economics.

Manipulative behavior.

Marketing -- Decision making.

Marketing -- Management -- Case studies.

Marketing -- Management.

Mathematical statistics -- Textbooks.

Mathematics -- Study and teaching -- Great Britain.

Mathematics.

MATLAB -- Textbooks.

Mechanical engineering.

Mechatronics.
Mentoring in education -- Handbooks, manuals, etc.

Mexican Americans -- Fiction.

Microcomputers.

Microcontrollers.

Micronutrients.

Microsoft Excel (Computer file)

Microsoft Windows (Computer file)

Middle-aged persons -- Employment.

Mobile communication systems -- Library applications.

Mobile games -- Design.

Montessori method of education.

Moral motivation.

Motion pictures -- Production and direction

Multicasting (Computer networks)

Multiculturalism -- California -- Los Angeles.
Multiculturalism.

Municipal engineering.

Municipal water supply.

Music -- Bio-bibliography.
International who's who in classical music 2012. 28th ed.. Routledge, ML 105.In82c 2012


Neruda, Pablo, 1904-1973 -- Childhood and youth

Neruda, Pablo, 1904-1973 -- Childhood and youth -- Fiction.

Nets-s assessment.

New Mexico -- Fiction.

Numerical analysis -- Data processing -- Textbooks.

Nutrition.

Nutritional Physiological Phenomena.

Objective-C

Object-oriented programming (Computer science)

Occupational therapy for children -- Popular works.
**Occupations.**

**Older people -- Employment.**

**Open source software.**

**Operating systems (Computers)**

**Organization.**

**Packaging -- Design.**

**Parallel processing (Electronic computers)**

**Parent-U-Turn (Organization)**

**Paris (France) -- Guidebooks.**

**Parole -- United States.**

**Personnel management -- Case studies.**

**Photography -- Digital techniques.**

**Photography -- Digital techniques -- Computer programs -- Handbooks, manuals, etc.**

**Physical fitness -- Testing -- Statistics.**

**Physical fitness -- Testing.**
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject</th>
<th>Author</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Call Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Power resources -- United States.

Pregnancy -- Popular works.

Prestressed concrete construction.

Probabilities.

Probation -- United States.

Problem children -- Education.

Problem solving in children.

Process control.

Production management.

Professional learning communities.

Professions.

ProModel.

Psychology, Industrial.

Psychotherapy -- methods.

Public administration -- History -- 21st century.
Public administration -- India.

Public administration -- United States -- Evaluation.

Public administration.

Public relations and politics.

Public services (Libraries) -- Technological innovations.

Public-private sector cooperation.

Quantity surveying.

Rainwater.

Real estate business -- Records and correspondence.

Real estate business -- Records and correspondence.

Recreation centers -- United States -- Management -- Handbooks, manuals, etc.

Refuse and refuse disposal.

Reliability (Engineering)


Religion -- Philosophy.
Renewable energy sources -- United States.

Renewable energy sources.

Report writing -- Handbooks, manuals, etc.

Research -- Moral and ethical aspects -- Case studies.

Revenge -- Fiction.

Risk assessment.

Sales management.

Sales personnel.

Sanitary engineering.

School budgets -- United States.
Odden, Allan. (2012). Improving student learning when budgets are tight. Corwin, LB 2822.82 .Od1 2012

School discipline -- United States.

School improvement programs -- California -- Los Angeles.

School improvement programs -- Great Britain.

School improvement programs -- United States -- Case studies.
Acker-Hocevar, Michele, 1948- (2012). Leadership from the ground up: effective schooling in traditionally low performing schools. Information Age Pub., LB 2822.82 .Ac57 2012
School management and organization -- United States.

School management and organization.

School supervision.

Schools -- Administration -- United States.
Odden, Allan. (2012). Improving student learning when budgets are tight. Corwin, LB 2822.82.Od1 2012

Science -- Philosophy.

Selling.

Semiconductors -- Design and construction.

Service industries -- Management.

Service industries -- Marketing.

Sewerage.

Shark attacks -- Hawaii -- Kauai -- Personal narratives

Shells (Engineering)

Smart power grids.

Social change.
Social networks -- Computer network resources.

Social problems.

Social responsibility of business.

Social sciences -- Research.

Social sciences -- Statistical methods.

Social service -- Research.
  Engel, Rafael J. (2013).  The practice of research in social work 3rd ed.. SAGE, HV 11 .En32 2013

Social service.

Social theory.

Social work with children -- Great Britain.

Sociology -- History.

Sociology -- United States -- History.

Soil mechanics -- Data processing.

Soil mechanics -- Mathematical models.

Soil mechanics.

Soil moisture.
Soils -- Testing.

Special education -- Great Britain.

Special education -- Handbooks, manuals, etc.

Special education teachers -- Training of -- Handbooks, manuals, etc.

Special education teachers -- Training of.

Sports -- Psychological aspects.

Sports administration -- United States -- Handbooks, manuals, etc.

Sports teams -- Psychological aspects.

Standards, Engineering -- Handbooks, manuals, etc.

State governments -- United States.

Steel, Structural -- Textbooks.

Strategic alliances (Business)

Strategic planning -- Case studies.

Structural analysis (Engineering)

Structural engineering.
**Structural frames.**

**Success -- Psychological aspects.**

**Success in business.**

**Survival**

**System design.**

**Systems engineering.**

**Table setting and decoration.**

**Tableware.**

**Target marketing.**

**Taxation -- Law and legislation -- United States -- Legal research.**

**Teacher effectiveness.**

**Teachers -- Training of.**

**Teaching -- Handbooks, manuals, etc.**
James M. Cooper ... [et al.]. (2014). *Classroom teaching skills 10th ed.*. Wadsworth, LC 1025.3 .C569 2014

**Teaching -- United States.**
Teamwork (Sports) -- Psychological aspects.

Total quality management.

Tourism -- Moral and ethical aspects.

Transformational leadership.

Universities and colleges -- Curricula -- United States -- Planning.

Universities and colleges -- United States -- Examinations -- Study guides.

Vegan cookery.

Vendors and purchasers -- United States.

VHDL (Computer hardware description language)

Video games -- Design.

Virtual computer systems -- Security measures.

Virtual computer systems.

Vocational teachers -- Certification -- Great Britain.

Vocational teachers -- Training of -- Great Britain.
Waste minimization.

Water harvesting.

Water-supply, Agricultural.

Web services -- Library applications.

Web site development.

Web sites -- Design.

Wind power plants.

Wind power.

World Wide Web.